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Introduction and summary

In June 2011 Alabama passed the Beason-Hammon Alabama Taxpayer and 
Citizen Protection Act, H.B. 56. The law, which took effect in late September, lives 
up to its billing as the nation’s toughest immigration bill and goes well beyond the 
Arizona law (S.B. 1070) on which it was based.1

H.B. 56 requires schools to check and report the immigration status of their 
students and bars undocumented students from postsecondary education. It 
instructs police to demand proof of immigration status from anyone they sus-
pect of being in the country illegally, even on a routine traffic stop or roadblock. 
It also invalidates any contract knowingly entered into with an illegal alien, 
including routine agreements such as a rent contract, and makes it a felony for 
an unauthorized immigrant to enter into a contract with a government entity. 
Finally, it goes beyond any previous legislation by effectively making it a crime 
to be undocumented in the state.2

The law’s impact, by virtue of the fact that much of it went into effect,3 has been 
swift and detrimental to the state, with a significant exodus of  Latinos. But in a 
state already ravaged by tornadoes and lagging in economic recovery, the costs and 
social effects of the law have been particularly harsh.

Overall, as Professor Samuel Addy of the Center for Business and Economic 
Research at the University of Alabama’s Culverhouse College of Commerce and 
Business Administration has illustrated, because of H.B. 56, Alabama could lose up 
to $10.8 billion (or 6.2 percent of its gross domestic product), up to 140,000 jobs in 
the state, $264.5 million in state tax revenue, and $93 million in local tax revenue.4

These costs will all be incurred to drive out an undocumented population that is 
estimated to be only 2.5 percent of the state—a population that paid $130 million 
into the state’s tax coffers in 2010.5
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Alabama’s agricultural industry and foreign investment are especially affected. 
Chad Smith, a tomato farmer, estimates that he could lose up to $300,000 in pro-
duce because of the lack of farmworkers who are now fleeing the state. And recent 
embarrassing incidents such as the arrest of Mercedes-Benz and Honda executives 
under the provisions of the new law jeopardize the presence of foreign companies, 
which give the state both a significant amount of money and a significant number 
of jobs—5 percent of the state’s workforce in 2009, the most recent year for which 
data are available.6

As bad as the economic impact is, though, the social and humanitarian costs are 
even higher. There are countless stories of families suddenly torn apart and lives 
disrupted, of frightened children and distraught parents faced with the choice of 
leaving their children behind to give them a better future.

Not surprisingly, supporters and opponents of the law alike are already discuss-
ing changing it. Even Gov. Robert Bentley (R), an early proponent of the law, has 
acknowledged that he is working with the legislature to revise the immigration bill 
in the next session.7

This report reviews the economic and social harm caused by H.B. 56, arguing 
that the anti-immigration bills has, and will continue to cause severe damage to 
the agricultural industry, foreign investment, and civil rights. We contend that 
Republican legislators rushed into passing H.B. 56 without considering the eco-
nomic effects of the law, following a national political debate led by such figures 
as the anti-immigrant Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach (R), rather than the 
needs of their home state. 

Efforts to repeal the bill cannot possibly undo all of the harm wrought by H.B. 56 
but repeal would go a long way at stopping the damage of a poorly conceived and 
hastily enacted measure. The best solution, though, comes not from the state but 
from Congress, which should step in to fix our broken immigration system and 
fill the void created by federal inaction. A sensible federal solution would estab-
lish smart enforcement policies, resolve the status of those illegally present in the 
United States, create flexible legal channels of immigration that serve the national 
interest, and curtail immigration outside of legal status.8

As bad as the 

economic impact 

is, though, 

the social and 

humanitarian costs 

are even higher.
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Projected total losses
•	Up to $10.8 billion, or 6.2 percent of Alabama’s GDP.
•	Up to 140,000 jobs.
•	 $264.5 million in state tax revenue.
•	 $93.1 million in local tax revenue. 

Damage to agriculture
•	Alabama’s agricultural sector brings in $5.5 billion per year,  

with $1.6 billion in tomato production alone.
•	 Tomato farmer Chad Smith estimates he will lose $300,000  

because of rotten fruit from the lack of laborers. 

Damage to foreign investment
•	 Foreign companies employ 5 percent of the state’s population.
•	 The auto industry alone supports close to 45,000 jobs, with a total payroll of  

$4.8 billion.
•	 The cancellation of a planned headquarters tower in Birmingham for the  

Spanish bank BBVA Group cost the state $80 million.
•	 The $100 million Golden Dragon Precise Copper Tube Plant in Thomasville is  

in peril because of H.B. 56. 

Damage to social and civil rights
•	On the first Monday after H.B. 56 went into effect, 2,285  Latino students  

(out of 34,000 in the state) did not show up to school.
•	 The Southern Poverty Law Center received 2,000 calls to their helpline in the law’s 

first week of operation. The line was set up to report racial profiling and abuses 

under H.B. 56.

H.B. 56’s consequences at a glance
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A law perfected in Kansas  
rolls into Alabama
 
 
“I have no doubt that this is the best thing for the long-term economic health of our state 
and no doubt that this is what a majority of the people of Alabama want.” 
                         — State Sen. Scott Beason (R), sponsor of H.B. 569

 
The immigration bill, considered a signature issue by conservatives, was high on 
the agenda in the new Republican majority’s first session after the 2010 election. 
As in other states such as Arizona and Georgia, supporters of H.B. 56 argued that 
they had to take action on the issue of undocumented immigration because of 
Washington’s failure to solve the problem.

“A country as big as ours, [that] can keep up with every terrorist on the hills of 
Afghanistan and can’t put together a program for guest workers in 35 years that 
I’ve been involved with this, is absolutely pitiful,” Rep. Elwyn Thomas (R), who 
voted for the bill, told the farmers at an October meeting in Oneonta about the 
potential impacts of H.B. 56. “It’s pitiful that we come to a time that we have to 
use, in the state of Alabama, seemingly, a law that’s too regressive and in many 
ways was maybe an overkill. But that’s where we are.”10

Far from responding simply to local issues and concerns, the Beason-Hammon 
Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act was very much a creature of the 
national movement driving states to confront the federal government over this 
divisive issue. Neither of the two Alabama legislators whose names are on the 
bill, Sen. Scott Beason (R) and Rep. Mickey Hammon (R), appears to have 
played as central a role in writing it as Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach 
(R). Kobach, who was also responsible for crafting the 2010 Arizona immi-
gration bill, told the Mobile Press-Register he made the final revisions to the 
Alabama bill sitting in a duck blind while hunting in his home state and emailed 
the finished document to the sponsors in Alabama.11
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The immigration bill itself passed Alabama’s legislature on June 2, 2011, was 
signed into law by Gov. Bentley on June 9, and was set to go into effect on 
September 1. Gov. Bentley referred to the bill’s purpose as “to clarify and simplify 
the current immigration law to ensure that everyone working in Alabama is doing 
so legally,” to help police enforce the immigration laws, and to eliminate “unneces-
sary burdens on legal residents and businesses.”12

The U.S. Department of Justice filed suit against the law on August 1, claiming that it 
unconstitutionally infringed on the federal government’s authority to regulate immi-
gration law and policy. Other organizations such as the  Latino Interest Coalition of 
Alabama and religious groups also filed suit based on other constitutional issues.

As the legal complaint from faith-based groups against H.B. 56 stated, “If enforced, 
Alabama’s Anti-Immigration Law will make it a crime to follow God’s command to 
be Good Samaritans,” by making it a crime to, among other things, give a ride to an 
unauthorized immigrant or provide shelter in accordance with religious dictates.13

Provisions in effect
•	Makes it a felony for an unauthorized immigrant to enter into a 

contract with a government entity*
•	Abrogates any contract between an unauthorized immigrant and 

the government
•	Allows law enforcement officials to verify immigration status based 

on reasonable suspicion
•	Mandates the use of E-Verify, the government’s Internet-based 

system for checking work authorization, for all businesses and 

employers in the state after April 1, 2012

*Parts of this provision have been successfully challenged in a lawsuit for mobile home owners. 

Provisions enjoined (or prohibited from going into effect) by 
Judge Sharon Lovelace Blackburn on September 28, 2011
•	Makes it a crime to harbor or transport unauthorized immigrants
•	 Bars unauthorized immigrants from enrolling in or attending public 

universities
•	Makes it a crime for unauthorized immigrants to apply for, solicit, or 

perform work 

Provisions enjoined by the U.S. Court of Appeals (in effect 
from September 28 to October 14, 2011)
•	Mandates that schools check and report on the legal status of their 

students and their students’ parents
•	Makes it a crime to be without status in the United States

H.B. 56’s provisions14

But unlike the judges who blocked similar laws in Arizona and Georgia,15 Judge 
Sharon Lovelace Blackburn, the federal district court judge in Alabama, left much 
of the law intact in her September 28 ruling. Judge Blackburn allowed sections 
of the law to be implemented that require police to check the immigration status 
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of anyone they suspect of being undocumented, make it a felony to enter into a 
contract with a government entity, and mandate that schools check and report on 
the legal status of their students.16

Two weeks after the ruling, the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals halted the 
provisions requiring schools to gather citizenship data and making it illegal for an 
alien not to carry documentation. But even the short time those provisions were 
in effect had a significant impact. And the fact that other pernicious measures con-
tinue to be the law of the state has radically reshaped the state’s legal and business 
environment while generating panic among the state’s Latino population.

In the remainder of this report, we look first at the effects of the law on agricul-
ture and then consider the potentially devastating effects on foreign investment 
in Alabama. We conclude by highlighting how the law is already disrupting social 
and civil rights in Alabama and discuss recent efforts to amend and repeal the bill.
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Damage to agriculture
 
 
“Hiccup ain’t a way to call it, a bump in the road ain’t a way to call it, you’re talking 
about people’s lives, you’re talking about millions of dollars that agriculture puts in the 
state of Alabama and that feeds Alabama.” 
                    — Chad Smith, Alabama tomato farmer17

 
In the wake of the law’s passage,  Latino workers and families fled the state, and 
farmers dependent on seasonal labor watched fields go unpicked. Efforts to recruit 
workers from inner-city Birmingham to pick the fall tomato harvest met with the 
same realities that had doomed similar efforts in Georgia a few months before.

Before we discuss the different effects of the law on the state, let us first explain 
why Alabama differs from other states that have passed anti-immigrant bills.

Immigration and agricultural patterns in Alabama have evolved differently than in 
Georgia—the subject of an earlier Center for American Progress report—due largely 
to differences in the agricultural economy. That report found that Georgia could lose 
between $300 million and $1 billion in 2011 alone due to its immigration law.18

In Georgia the big corporate farms and large family operations rely on large 
numbers of temporary workers. The average Alabama vegetable farm producing 
tomatoes or sweet potatoes, however, is a fraction of the size of the big vegeta-
ble-producing operations in Georgia and Florida, and these farms are located 
mostly in northern Alabama, where most of the state’s immigrant-reliant poultry 
industry is also located.19

The combination of these factors seems to have encouraged  Latinos to settle in 
Alabama, in stark contrast to Georgia, where far more of the agricultural workers 
migrate through the state on a route that takes them from Florida to Michigan. Thus 
Alabama’s migrant workers are more settled and integrated into life in the state.20
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As in neighboring Georgia there is a big difference between the way farmers 
and people in the cities and suburbs view their workers. Farmers see the pick-
ers who can feel ripeness in a touch, speedily sort tomatoes into the generally 
accepted size categories for sale, and can do so throughout a long, hot day as 
skilled laborers not easily replaceable even by other migrants physically condi-
tioned to do the work.

Mac Higginbotham, the commodity director for the Alabama Farmers 
Federation, argues that, “We just don’t have many people who apply for agri-
cultural jobs, and it has always been a constant struggle for growers to hire and 
try to maintain a skilled workforce.”21 Like the blueberry bushes cultivated by 
growers in southern Georgia, the tomato-picking crews on Chandler Mountain 
in Alabama, for example, represent an investment of years—an investment that 
H.B. 56 has put in peril. (see text box on the next page)

“My people that work for us, they come from Florida. They’ve been work-
ing with us for two decades, and then after this law went by, they just dis-
appeared,” said Jose Gonzalez, who has been a crew foreman on a Blount 
County farm for 23 years.22 Tomato farmers such as Chad Smith have esti-
mated their losses to be as much as $300,000 in rotten produce from the lack 
of labor hands to pick tomatoes.23

Other farm owners have reported similar shortages in workers. Monica 
Carrol of Ozark, a tomato and poultry farmer, told reporters that in the wake 
of the law, “We couldn’t find workers to finish picking the crop, and we lost 
about $6,000 in tomatoes.” Carrol estimates that roughly half of her 25 poul-
try workers left after the law passed.24

Work shortages do not simply mean that it takes more time to pick the 
crops. Most crops need to be picked at the heart of their ripeness, so a lack of 
farmhands at the crucial time can mean the difference between a successful 
harvest and disaster.

They’ve been 

working with us for 

two decades, and 

then after this law 

went by, they just 

disappeared.

— Jose Gonzalez, 
crew foreman on a 
Blount County farm
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From October 2011 to December 2011, the unemployment rate 

in Alabama dropped from 9.3 percent to 8.1 percent.25 On its face 

this change looks impressive, and proponents use these kinds of 

numbers to claim that the law is helping unemployment. But dig-

ging a bit deeper, this drop is less impressive than it sounds.

Most of this decline was due to a shrinking labor force, not new 

employment for displaced workers. During this time period the 

number of unemployed workers in Alabama declined by 26,923, 

while the number of currently employed workers only grew 

by 10,182.26  The new employment that did occur in Alabama 

is cause for celebration, but it mirrors job creation across the 

nation and cannot seriously be attributed to H.B. 56.

Part of the reason that we see declines in unemployment with-

out matching gains in the employment rate in Alabama is that 

the civilian labor force is shrinking across the South. In order to 

be classified as “unemployed,” an individual must have actively 

sought work in the previous four weeks. This makes sense 

because the unemployment rate should not include people 

who are voluntarily not working such as stay-at-home parents 

and students. But this means that if you stop looking for a job—

even if you might want one—because you have concluded 

that there simply is no work available, then you no longer are 

counted as part of the labor force.

Neighboring southern states also saw decreases in their unem-

ployment rates, as did the majority of the nation. But in many 

ways decreases in unemployment are meaningless if they are 

not accompanied with corresponding increases in employment. 

From October to December of the past year, the civilian labor 

force in the Southeast Central United States—which includes 

Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Tennessee—shrank by 

approximately 33,800 people.27 Some of these people may 

have left the area or died, but it is more likely they gave up 

looking for work.

During those three months Alabama’s labor force lost 16,800 

workers. If this change was due to H.B. 56—that is, if those 

16,800 people were undocumented workers fleeing the 

state—we would not expect to see the pattern replicated in 

neighboring states without new immigration laws. In fact we 

might expect to see the labor forces of those states growing as 

undocumented workers and their families relocated. But during 

that same time period, the labor force in Kentucky lost 10,000 

workers, in Mississippi lost 4,800, and in Tennessee lost 3,400.28

So this dip in the unemployment level isn’t because Alabama 

created 10,182 jobs—it’s because more than 16,000 people left 

the labor force. If the labor force had remained the same size, 

the unemployment rate would have only fallen by 0.4 percent, 

rather than 1.2 percent. Put another way, a full two-thirds of the 

drop in the unemployment rate was due to a shrinking labor 

force, not new employment for displaced workers.

When we take into account the contraction in the labor 

force and the fact that nearly all states have (thankfully) seen 

increases in employment during the same time period, it is 

more than a little disingenuous to claim that H.B. 56 has had a 

positive effect on unemployment in Alabama.

The tricky thing about unemployment and H.B. 56

The potential ripple effect of the law has those who depend on the farmers uneasy.

Greg Payne of Sneed Ag Supply, which sells the larger-size tractors used in this 
type of mountaintop tomato farming, said his salespeople spoke to farmers in 
the late summer who now are uncertain what to do. These tractors have to be 
ordered well in advance, he said, so farmers weren’t likely to get the equipment 
needed if they waited much longer.
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“We are feeling the trickle-down,” Payne said.29

Despite the potentially devastating effects of the law, the farmers realize they are 
small operators and fear supporters of the law consider them expendable.

“We hear that 80 percent of the state of Alabama favors this bill. Well that may 
be, but that 80 percent is being fed by the less than 1 percent of us. And our 
voice is small, and nobody really sees our side of it,” said Jeremy Calvert, a 
young farmer from near Cullman.30

Calvert is one of the few farmers in this area under 40 years of age, but his farm—
25 acres in vegetables, a small peach orchard, and two broiler houses—is typical. 
His margin is much too small to withstand a long-term labor shortage.

When immigrant workers began to disappear from the fields, Jerry Spencer of 
Grow Alabama initiated a program to recruit unemployed citizens in Birmingham 
to take their place. This was one of several efforts hastily developed to replace 
the farm labor that disappeared, including a proposal by state Agriculture 
Commissioner John McMillan for farmers to hire prisoners under the state’s 
work-release program.31 These efforts did almost nothing to curb the losses felt by 
farmers, who watched much of their fall harvest spoil in the fields.

Spencer said he isn’t giving up the effort, but in the first weeks of the program, 
he found few people who wanted the agricultural jobs, and those who did were 
inexperienced and in poor condition for the arduous work.

“It’s going to change the landscape of Alabama if something doesn’t happen. It 
will end produce farming in Alabama, and I hate to see that. That’s not what I’m 
working for,” Spencer said.32

Other farm owners who tried to hire native Alabamans found similar disappoint-
ing results. Chad Smith stated that after putting out a radio ad in Birmingham, he 
received about 15 to 20 workers, but “most of them quit. They couldn’t work fast 
enough to make the money they thought they could make,” he said.

Vegetable farmer Jeremy Calvert put the issue succinctly: “For us it’s all about survival. 
That’s just the bottom line, folks. Without a viable labor source, we cannot survive.”33

From the millions of dollars in potential agricultural losses, we now turn to 
foreign investment.

Despite the 

potentially 

devastating effects 

of the law, the 

farmers realize they 

are small operators 
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of the law consider 
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For a window into the effects of the new immigration law, 

look at the Chandler Mountain tomato, a point of pride for 

Alabamans. The southern Appalachians end in a series of long, 

broad mountains whose tops, with their sunny days and cool 

nights, provide an ideal microclimate for tomatoes, producing 

two and sometimes three seasons in a year.

There is only one two-lane road from the south and one from 

the north leading onto Chandler Mountain and about a hun-

dred small farms on the top. A system of picking has evolved on 

mountaintops like these that requires teamwork and skill as well 

as endurance. Instead of taking all the tomatoes to a central 

location to be sorted out on a conveyor belt, crews of six or 

seven stay in the fields all day, with five or six hands picking and 

one or two sorting and packing from a truck. It’s concentrated, 

intense work, often in very hot weather.

“When you’re picking tomatoes, you don’t have to look at the 

tomato, you feel it. When you touch that tomato, you’ll know 

whether that tomato’s ready to pick or not,” said Pastor Haskel 

Adamson, a missionary Baptist minister who grew up plowing a 

mule on his father’s Straight Mountain farm, went on to buy and 

sell tomatoes, and still maintains a small farm. “I tell people now, 

my daddy was Mexican, and I didn’t know it,” he joked.34

Some of the Mexican crews in the Chandler Mountain area have 

been working the same tomato fields for a decade or longer.

“Is someone going to hire a person to build a house and not 

know what they’re doing? There is no training for a week or two 

or a month. It takes years, that’s all I can tell you,” Felipe Chacon, 

who has been picking tomatoes for 18 years, said when he 

took his turn to speak to the farmers at the October meeting in 

Oneonta on the potential effects of H.B. 56. There were nods of 

agreement from the white growers sitting behind him.35

The view from Chandler Mountain

Tomato farmer Chad Smith, right, looks over one of his fields of ripening toma-
toes in Steele, Ala. on Oct. 3, 2011. Only a few of Smith’s field workers showed up 
for work after Alabama’s new immigration law took effect. Latino workers and 
their children are fleeing Alabama or going into hiding because of the state’s 
strict new immigration law, which will surely deal a significant blow to the state’s 
economy. (AP Photo/Dave Martin)
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Damage to foreign investment
 
 
“The companies we have approached through this campaign are some of the most innova-
tive in the world. So we ask, why would these 21st century companies want to do business 
in a state that is trying to replicate some of its most egregious sins of the past century?” 
                        — Janet Murguia, president and CEO, National Council of La Raza (NCLR)36

 
A sizeable portion of the nation’s economy is fueled by foreign business invest-
ment on U.S. soil, with the most significant impact felt in manufacturing. In 2008, 
the most recent year with data available, more than 5.5 million workers across 
the United States were employed in a business owned by a foreign company.37 
Alabama is no exception to the trend: Foreign-owned businesses in Alabama 
employed 77,500 workers in 2009—5 percent of the workforce.38

The state has gone to great lengths to court foreign investors, and business leaders 
from across the state have voiced concerns that H.B. 56 will have a negative impact 
on the state’s ability to continue to attract these coveted investments.

The auto industry illustrates the importance of foreign 

investment to the state.

In 1993 Mercedes-Benz built the first vehicle assembly plant 

in Alabama, representing a capital investment of more than 

$1 billion. Alabama was chosen as the site for the new plant 

over other southern states after the state government offered 

Mercedes-Benz an incentives package worth $250 million to 

$300 million.39 Honda, Hyundai, and Toyota all followed within 

the next nine years. By 2005 the auto industry in Alabama had 

created 44,834 direct jobs, in addition to 79,356 indirect jobs, 

with a total payroll of $4.8 billion.40

The jobs created by the foreign auto industry not only kept 

Alabamans employed but also offered good wages. In 2004 

the average weekly wage for manufacturing employees in 

Alabama was $643, while those employed in motor vehicle 

manufacturing were earning more than twice that amount.41

H.B. 56 is likely to cause other companies to hesitate when 

considering whether to open or expand operations in Alabama, 

putting the benefits of these investments in jeopardy.

Alabama’s auto industry
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In addition to offering an aggressive tax incentive program for new industry, the 
Alabama Industrial Development Training, or AIDT, program was created in the 
early 1970s to help attract new industries. One of the nation’s most highly rated 
workforce training programs, AIDT offers on-site customized technical training 
programs at no cost to employers.42 AIDT is funded as a line item through the 
Alabama Education Trust Fund, with $5.5 million allocated for fiscal year 2012.43

AIDT is just one of the many assets that the state uses to market itself to foreign 
companies who can choose between competing states when deciding to open up a 
new branch or plant, and it is not uncommon for companies to be offered incen-
tive packages worth hundreds of millions of dollars to try and convince them to 
choose one state over another.

Culturally as well, the state has gone to some lengths to welcome the executives 
and managers who’ve come with their companies. After Hyundai announced 
it was locating in Montgomery County, Auburn University at Montgomery 
offered classes to the public on Korean culture to help the city get off on the 
right foot with its new neighbors.44

The auto industry represents only part of the total foreign investment in the state 
and the state’s efforts to encourage it. (see text box above) A case in point is the 
ThyssenKrupp AG steel mill in Mobile, which was the subject of a high-stakes 
bidding war between Louisiana and Alabama. Alabama went so far as to offer 
the German firm $900 million in Gulf Opportunity Zone bonds, which were 
authorized by Congress to give areas affected by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 
the ability to offer tax-free bonds at government rates to jumpstart development. 
ThyssenKrupp ultimately turned down the bonds, saying that it wanted to remain 
debt-free, but it still reaped an enormous incentive package to come to Alabama.45

The foreign businesses already present in Alabama thus represent not only a 
significant portion of the state economy but also a serious investment from local 
government.

Development officials were therefore embarrassed in November when a German 
executive of Mercedes-Benz, the flagship of the Alabama auto manufacturing 
fleet, was stopped because the rental vehicle he was driving did not have a tag. 
The driver only had his German identification card on him, which would have 
meant a citation before the passage of the law. Under the new rules, however, he 
was arrested and detained at a police station until his passport, visa, and German 
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driver’s license could be retrieved from his hotel.46 In response to the incident, the 
editorial board of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch published an open letter to Mercedes-
Benz telling them flat out, “You should move your SUV plant to Missouri where 
we are the Show-Me State, not the ‘Show me your papers State’.”47

Mercedes-Benz was not the only foreign company to run afoul of H.B. 56. Less 
than two weeks later, Ichiro Yada, a Japanese manager for Honda, was ticketed 
but not arrested at a routine checkpoint in spite of the fact that he was carrying 
an international driver’s license and a valid work permit.48 The charges were later 
dismissed but both stories received unflattering international press.

Keivan Deravi, an economics professor at Auburn University-Montgomery who has 
done economic impact studies of several Alabama auto plants and foreign invest-
ment in Alabama, argues that “[foreign] executives basically look at every aspect. 
They don’t want to go tell their stockholders that they have invested in a state which 
does not have the best reputation in terms of treatment of foreign citizens.”

And while Deravi says that state officials have as of yet seen no evidence that the 
bill has been an obstacle to industrial recruitment, major recruiters for the state 
have identified it as a problem.

“Whether the negative [public relations] has really, truly led to negative recruiting 
results, that I have not seen any hard evidence of. … but it would be very hard to 
say it has not received negative publicity,” Deravi concludes.49

As Alabama State Sen. Billy Beasley (D), a critic of the law, argued, “We’ve done 
a very good job of courting foreign companies, and we certainly don’t want to do 
anything to hinder that.”50 

Mark Sweeney, a senior partner at Sweeney Consulting, one of the world’s most 
sought-after site selection consultants, agrees. Having worked for high-profile 
companies such as Mercedez-Benz, Caterpillar, and Boing to identify locations for 
capital investment, Sweeney knows first hand how hard Alabama has worked “to 
reinvent itself as a destination for global manufacturing. It’s really been a remarkable 
transformation,” he said. “Unfortunately, this law really is counter to that effort.”

According to Sweeney, what Alabama has to worry about now is that companies 
may begin to reject the state outright because of this law before giving it any con-
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sideration. “The scary thing is, you may be losing prospects that you never even 
know about,” he said. “I am certain it will be an issue.”51

Mavi Figueres, who at one time was an advisor on Latin American trade to former 
Alabama Gov. Don Siegelman (D), still does some international business con-
sulting. She said she recently told an Indian investment group looking at some 
downtown Birmingham real estate that they should look elsewhere. Tensions 
have reached such a stage since the passage of the bill, Figueres said, that when 
she reached the gate for the Birmingham flight at the Atlanta airport recently, she 
became nervous, looking around to make sure nobody would say anything to her 
or the child she was accompanying.

“So if I have that fear, I personally cannot advise investors with brown skin to 
come here,” she said.52

Although foreign companies are unlikely to pull up stakes and leave Alabama—
the cost to do so is simply too high to make that a reasonable course of action—
there is mounting evidence that, as Sweeney predicted, H.B. 56 is causing other 
companies to think twice about opening or expanding operations in Alabama.

BBVA Compass, which owns Spanish bank BBVA Group, had planned to locate 
its U.S. headquarters in Birmingham, Alabama, where it would be building an $80 
million tower. These plans have since been scrapped, and while there has been no 
official statement made on the decision, those involved have speculated that the 
new law had something to do with it.53

David Bronner, chairman and chief executive of the Retirement Systems of 
Alabama, frequently works with the state in its efforts to recruit international 
business. According to Bronner, H.B. 56 is already causing foreign investors to 
look elsewhere.54

This appears to be the case for the Golden Dragon Precise Copper Tube Group. 
Golden Dragon announced plans earlier this year to invest $100 million to open a 
new plant in Thomasville, Alabama, a particularly impoverished part of the state.55 
Among other incentives, the deal included the state giving Golden Dragon a 
50-acre parcel of land, a $1.5 million building, and between $250,000 to $300,000 
to provide water and sewer connections, in addition to providing free AIDT 
services to recruit and train new employees.56 Golden Dragon executives are now 
having second thoughts, and according to Bronner, it is due to H.B. 56.57
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1993: Mercedes-Benz becomes the first foreign car company to 

relocate to Alabama, investing more than $1 billion in the state. 

Alabama won the plant over other southern states through an 

incentive package worth $250 million to $300 million. 

2002: Hyundai announces that it will build a $1 billion assembly 

plant in Montgomery, after receiving more than $250 million in 

tax, infrastructure, and training incentives from the state. 

2007: Alabama wins a bidding war with Louisiana to bring a 

ThyssenKrupp AG steel mill to Calvert, with an investment of 

$4.6 billion. 

 

2009: 77,500 people are employed by foreign companies in the 

state, representing 5 percent of the workforce.

 
June 2011: H.B. 56 is passed. 

November 2011:
•	Spanish bank BBVA Group cancels plans to build a new 

headquarters tower in Birmingham.
•	A visiting German executive from Mercedes-Benz is arrested 

for driving without an Alabama license, prompting the St. 

Louis Post-Dispatch to tell the company to relocate to the 

Show-Me-State, from the “Show me your papers State.”
•	Two weeks later a visiting Honda executive from Japan is also 

arrested for driving without an Alabama driver’s license.

Timeline of H.B. 56 and foreign investment

Responding to growing concerns over the high costs of H.B. 56, a national group 
of civil rights organizations—including the Center for American Progress—sent 
letters to the major foreign-owned car companies in Alabama on February 6, call-
ing for them to step in and add their voices against the bill.58

The concerns in Alabama from H.B. 56, though, go beyond the millions of dollars 
and thousands of jobs from foreign firms. The law is also affecting the daily life and 
community structure of the state.
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Damage to society and civil rights
 
 
In Alabama, “the  Latino man is the new Negro. … it’s a sad thing to say, and I think it 
reflects reality.” 
             — Judge U.W. Clemon, former chief judge of the U.S. District Court, Northern Alabama59

 
Because of the long patterns of settlement in Alabama, the issue of unauthorized 
immigration is not as cut-and-dry as it seems. Nationally 53 percent of unau-
thorized immigrants live in mixed-status families, meaning that there are both 
citizen and noncitizen members living under one roof. This combination of 
people means that fears of the new law affect not only the unauthorized but also 
relatives who fear for their safety.60

On the next school day after the law went into effect, for example, more than 2,200 
of the 34,000  Latino students in state public schools didn’t show up for school.61 
Within a week the absences increased, and headlines about terrified  Latino 
children were appearing in newspapers across the country. By early November 
the Department of Justice had sent a letter to Alabama school districts “reminding 
them of their obligation under federal law … not [to] deny a child equal access to 
public education based on his or her immigration status,” and requesting informa-
tion on absent students.62

 Latinos began leaving the state as soon as they found out about the law, often 
leaving in family units that included both U.S. citizens and undocumented immi-
grants. In a number of cases they put as much as they could in their vehicles and 
left everything else they had acquired behind in their haste to flee the state. Bishop 
Will Willimon of the Northern Alabama Conference of the United Methodist 
Church spoke out against the law in October 2011, telling talk show host 
Fernando Espuelas, “Children [are] being pulled out of school by their parents 
and are disappearing in middle of the night. … we’re just daily hearing reports of 
people having to shut down their businesses and leaving fields unharvested.”63
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Rich Lopez, who runs an advocacy program for Latinos in the Wiregrass region in 
the southeastern corner of the state, said that as a notary, he has executed power of 
attorney documents involving neighbors who have agreed to care for the children 
of undocumented  Latinos in the event that they are arrested or flee the state.64

Lower-income  Latinos comprise the majority of Alabama’s immigration popu-
lation but by no means all of it. Mavi Figueres, the former advisor on Latin 
American trade to the previous governor, lives in a neighborhood in Southside 
Birmingham with Indian and Middle Eastern stores, and works with a wide range 
of groups at her job with the County.

“The day after they passed it, I talked to members of the Kenyan community 
as well as the Indian and the Middle Eastern communities,” Figueres said. 
“All three groups turned to me and said, ‘I am so sorry for you  Latinos.’ And I 
turned to them and I said, ‘Honey, this is not just  Latinos.’ And for the first time 
I saw fear in their eyes. They did not know this was affecting them, especially 
those of us who have brown skins.”

Not surprisingly, a hotline set up by the Southern Poverty Law Center for people 
to report issues under H.B. 56 saw more than 2,000 calls in the first week.65

“It’s separating families,” said state Sen. Billy Beasley (D), who has introduced 
a bill to repeal the immigration law. “You may have one person who’s legal [in a 
family], another person who’s illegal, and they’re afraid of intimidation, afraid of 
discrimination, and so some have left. And now you’ve got the children who were 
born in Alabama, citizens of this country, and they’re going to attorneys to do a 
power of attorney to where someone else can take care of their children. That’s a 
horrible thing to do, to just break up families like that.”66

If the experience of Alabama is anything like that of Arizona, then the effects of 
the law on children and students could be devastating. As a University of Arizona 
report found, many unauthorized immigrants who left Arizona in the wake of 
S.B. 1070 left citizen children behind to finish their studies. Those who were left 
behind saw a marked increase in stress levels and stress-related health issues in the 
wake of the law’s passage.67
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Echoes of the civil rights movement

There are some impressive monuments commemorating the recent past in 
Alabama, from Maya Lin’s moving memorial at the Southern Poverty Law Center 
in Montgomery to the Civil Rights Institute in Birmingham, with its majestic 
view over the historic 16th Street Baptist Church. Fred Shuttlesworth, the fiery 
preacher who led the Birmingham campaign, lived long enough to see the local 
airport named Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International.

The state’s political and business leadership has worked for decades with gestures 
like these to put that painful part of the state’s history firmly in the past.

Among the greatest costs of the immigration bill has been the negative attention 
it has brought the state with headlines about  Latino children whose parents are 
afraid to send them to school and televised coverage of the flight of immigrants 
from the state.68

David Bronner, whose management of the Retirement Systems of Alabama is one 
of the state’s most storied financial achievements, has questioned why, considering 
its history, legislators chose to make Alabama the “tip of the spear” in the immigra-
tion battle.

“What they did was put our state in the position of being by ourselves, and 
everybody watching,” he told a Birmingham News columnist. “We don’t need that, 
considering our history with the civil rights era. We don’t need to be there. We 
need to be in the back, working on our growth.”69

It is difficult to shake off comparisons with the past, however, when the sponsor of 
the bill does so much to invite them.

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and undocumented immigrant Jose Antonio 
Vargas traveled to Alabama in October and interviewed Alabama’s first African 
American federal justice, Judge U.W. Clemon—the predecessor of Judge Sharon 
Blackburn, who first ruled in favor of Alabama’s immigration law. Aside from 
calling Judge Blackburn’s ruling “mistaken,” Clemon argued that in Alabama, 
“the  Latino man is the new Negro,” a sobering statement on the state of race 
relations after H.B. 56.70
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The NAACP has gotten involved, especially in protesting examples of racial 
profiling.71 And the African American church “began to pay attention,” said Scott 
Douglas III, director of Greater Birmingham Ministries, when it learned about 
the provision insisted on by Beason that would have prohibited churches from 
being involved in the lives of their parishioners. This drew a sharp reaction from 
churches with a tradition in the civil rights movement.72

The memory of the past, some white religious leaders say, is why a number of 
them have spoken out more forcefully than was the case with most white churches 
in the 1950s and 1960s. Leaders of the United Methodist Church, the Episcopal 
Church, the Lutheran Church, and the Roman Catholic Church all condemned 
the law. Partially in response to the law, the Southern Baptist Convention at its 
meeting in Arizona approved a resolution condemning bigotry and harassment 
toward any group and calling for a path to legal status for illegal immigrants. “It is 
a profoundly disappointing decision and a sad moment for our state,” Episcopal 
Bishop Henry N. Parley of Birmingham said.73

If the immigration story has stirred demagogic rhetoric suggestive of the past, 
the response has also been rooted in the state’s shared memory. Work stoppages 
closed at least six poultry plants, and  Latino-owned business staged a one-day 
shutdown to protest the law—examples of documented  Latino workers and busi-
ness owners standing in solidarity with undocumented workers.74

In events like one recently at the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham—the 
site of a bombing in 1963 that resulted in the deaths of four young girls—oppo-
nents have drawn a conscious parallel between what is happening today and 
what happened during the civil rights movement. No wonder that the Alabama 
Coalition for Immigrant Justice chose the 16th Street Baptist Church as the site of 
the launch of their “One Family, One Alabama” campaign against H.B. 56.75
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Revamping the law
 
 
“I made some mistakes in voting for the bill as it was, and I’m big enough to admit it.” 
                — State Sen. Gerald Dial (R)76

 
In the wake of serious economic losses, Alabama’s politicians have reluctantly 
acknowledged that changes must be made to H.B. 56. Gov. Bentley told a business 
group in November that he’d been working behind the scenes with business and 
law enforcement officials to tweak the bill, which he termed too “complicated.”77

But even before the new legislature, which began on February 7, will have a 
chance to look at the bill, a number of legal and bureaucratic decisions have 
already limited the scope of the law.

With section 30 of H.B. 56 making it a felony for unauthorized immigrants to 
enter into a business contract with the state, mobile-home owners quickly found 
out that they would have to prove their legal status to renew their home regis-
tries. The American Civil Liberties Union and the Southern Poverty Law Center 
sued in late November and won a restraining order against that section of the 
law right before Thanksgiving, on November 23. Then, on December 13 U.S. 
District Court Judge Myron Thompson issued an injunction against section 30, 
ruling that it was likely discriminatory.

In making his ruling Judge Thompson argued that, “H.B. 56’s treatment of chil-
dren in mixed-status families, who are overwhelmingly Latino, is so markedly 
different from the state’s historical treatment of children in general [it] suggests 
strongly that the difference in treatment was driven by animus against Latinos.”78

Section 30 has proven to be a particularly difficult issue for Alabama. Not long 
after the law went into effect, municipal water services put their customers on 
notice that residents would have to be able to prove their legal status to continue 
receiving water in their homes. Aside from the basic issues of human rights that 
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allow water to continue to be delivered to one’s home, section 30 also meant that 
any municipal service would have to come first with a proof of legal status, incon-
veniencing all Alabamans who would now have to prove their status for just about 
any service, including library cards, permits, and licenses.79

But there were even more problems: How would municipal officers, most of whom 
had no formal training in how to identify proper documentation, be able to tell who 
is a valid resident and who is not? Reports from Alabama have argued that munici-
palities are “completely lost” on how to verify legal status of their clients.80

In response to the confusion, Alabama’s Attorney General Luther Strange issued 
a guidance letter on December 1 stating that Alabama’s cities and counties could 
only use the federal Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements program—
a U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services resource that allows government 
agencies to determine immigration status for the purpose of public benefits and 
licenses—for status verifications, and could not implement parts of the law that 
require such verification prior to being enrolled in SAVE. Though the ruling does 
not apply to law enforcement, it significantly delays much of the enforcement of 
the business and government provisions of H.B. 56.81

On December 2 Strange went one step further and issued guidance on section 30 
significantly narrowing the scope of the law. The guidance argued that the term 
“business transaction” only encompasses “the issuance of official government 
documents,” rather than “services that governmental entities may provide such as 
water, sewer, power, sanitation, food, and healthcare.”82

Not surprisingly, with such confusion already occurring, a number of voices 
have come out in favor of changing the immigration law in the next legislative 
session. State Sen. Slade Blackwell (R) told The New York Times that “the longer 
the bill has been out, the more unintended consequences we have found. … all 
of us realize we need to change it.”

Others such as state Sen. and Majority Whip Gerald Dial (R) recounted the story 
of a returning Afghanistan veteran who could not register his new truck because 
he needed to show his birth certificate. Dial argued that although he voted for the 
law, he would not have done so had he understood its devastating effects.83 Dial is 
among a number of Republican legislators in Alabama who have already intro-
duced bills in the 2012 legislative session to significantly change H.B. 56, recog-
nizing the deep flaws and high economic costs.84
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Even Gov. Bentley recently admitted that the law needed fixing, arguing that, 
“We recognize that changes are needed to ensure that Alabama has not only the 
nation’s most effective law, but one that is fair and just.”85 Strange has also added 
his voice to the chorus calling for changes, even suggesting that the parts of the 
law that make it a crime for unauthorized immigrants to be without papers prov-
ing their status be scrapped.86

Nonetheless, state Sen. Scott Beason, one of the law’s co-sponsors, has publicly 
stated that he has “no intention to support any measure that would weaken the 
anti-immigration law,” and even Gov. Bentley has rejected the idea of repealing 
the law entirely.87

It is too early to tell how the legislature will handle H.B. 56 in the current session, 
though a number of Democrats have introduced bills to repeal the law, and a num-
ber of Republicans have introduced bills to change the law.88 As this report shows, 
it is apparent that the law has already caused far more unintended consequences 
than any of its sponsors or supporters could have imagined.
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Conclusion and recommendations
 
 
The big unanswered question is how much of the damage already done by this legis-
lation, passed in such a rush, can be repaired?

Alabama has been left with a problem that could potentially weaken its agricultural 
sector and threatens to undermine its foreign investment appeal. Samuel Addy 
at the Center for Business and Economic Research at the University of Alabama 
argues that the “economic and fiscal impacts of the reduction in aggregate demand” 
from the state losing 40,000 to 80,000 unauthorized immigrants would cost the 
state between $2.3 billion and $10.8 billion in GDP reductions, 70,000 to 140,000 
jobs (that are supported by these workers and their buying power in the state), and 
would reduce tax revenues by between $56.7 million and $264.5 million on the state 
level and $20 million to $93.1 million on the local level.89

As Auburn University-Montgomery economics professor Keivan Deravi states, “I 
think the damage is done. … Unfortunately the unintended consequences of this 
law far exceeded any intended benefit that it may have. I don’t see any positive in 
this, and all of it is negative.”90

So how can the state of Alabama move forward, and what lessons can the nation 
learn from its experiences under H.B. 56?

Alabama’s first order of business should be to cut its losses, acknowledge the dam-
age the law has caused, and repeal it. That would help minimize the immediate 
economic harm and help repair the state’s image before lasting damage is done to 
its ability to attract foreign investment.

Other states that have flirted with these laws should take heed before following 
Alabama down the garden path. As Adam Putnam, Florida’s agriculture commis-
sioner, succinctly put it: “thank goodness [Florida] didn’t do it because it would 
have been devastating to our state, to our reputation, to our economy.”91
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Putnam, a former Republican congressman, pointed out that frustration with 
the federal government’s failure to fix our immigration system is no reason for 
states to make a bad situation worse: “In swinging wildly out of frustration that 
Washington hasn’t done something, [Georgia and Alabama] have passed bills that 
are causing their businesses and their economies great harm.”92

On the national level, the prevalence of laws such as Alabama’s H.B. 56 illustrate the 
need for comprehensive immigration action at the federal level. Only Congress can 
pass a real and lasting reform that deals with the currently unauthorized population, 
while also fixing future legal flows and ensuring that our borders and our workplaces 
are secure and free from both crime and discrimination. A comprehensive immigra-
tion reform package that included a legalization program for people who pay a fine 
and back-taxes, who go through a background check, and who learn English would 
go a long way to ensuring that all people in the United States can live full and open 
lives and ensuring that Alabamans of all stripes will no longer have to fear profiling 
or the infringement of their civil rights and civil liberties.
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